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When we had heard the Taxes for Peace Bill had been rescheduled
Conscience was delighted – it was another opportunity to put our idea for a
radically new form of conscientious objection before Parliament. The date for
the reading was announced: March 24th, 2017. Unfortunately, no one could
foresee what would happen next.

On March 22nd, at approximately 2 pm, Khalid Masood used his car to knock
down pedestrians on Westminster Bridge before exiting the car and attacking
police officers outside Parliament with two knives.  Dozens were injured and
4 individuals, including one police officer, sadly never recovered from their
injuries.

It is difficult not to have a visceral reaction to acts of terror, which after all, is
exactly what they are designed to do. Many have clamoured for a severe
military response, and blamed the lack of resources for our intelligence and
police services. Very few have made the case that the real risk to our security
is investing billions in violence whilst cutting diplomatic budgets in half.

It was important, then, that on March 23rd BAFTA and Oscar award-winning
actor Mark Rylance made the case for the Taxes for Peace Bill in the
Guardian newspaper. Sir Mark argued that “In our relationships, our families,
our jobs, our towns and cities, we don’t tolerate violence as a method of
resolving conflict.” We must, even in our darkest hours, hold firm to the
principle that more brutality cannot be the solution to the threats we face.

The Taxes for Peace Bill set out a new vision of what UK foreign policy could
be, using the tools of development, diplomacy and reconciliation to plant the
seeds of long-term peace and security. Unfortunately, the Bill was not given
time to debate and was formally withdrawn on the 24th of March.

In The Shadows of Terror We Must
Build Peace



But we are not defeated. The 15,000 individuals who shared Mark’s article,
the 30,000 people who viewed Mark’s Statement of Conscience video and
the 1,000 people who have written to Conscience in support of the Bill
suggests there is a rich and growing demand to bring conscientious
objection into the tax system.

Now we must build on the momentum of the Bill by creating a groundswell
of support across the regions and nations of the United Kingdom. For this to
succeed we need people like you to organise in your communities.
Conscience in the coming months will be providing resources for those
interested in starting their own local groups.

Conscience will continue to campaign to make sure the

 prioritise peacebuilding as a response to potential conflict. It is also our
hope that in the next Parliament we will table another Taxes for Peace Bill
so that another generation of MPs can be persuaded of the need to extend
the right of conscientious objection to all taxpayers

Moving forward Conscience will be looking at how we can better create the
conditions for a Peace Tax Fund by looking at how we can improve
international development spending. One area of interest is examining how
the Conflict Security and Stability Fund can be reformed to make it a
transparent and effective means of resolving conflict.

We’ll also be looking at how we can work with Jeremy Corbyn and Leaders
of other party Leaders to develop the proposal for a Ministry of
Peace and Disarmament and looking to brief Fabian Hamilton MP on how
Conscience members would like to see this role operate in the future.

Everyone at Conscience
would like to thank all of
the individuals who
contacted their MPs,
attended our events and
supported the Taxes for
Peace Bill. Conscience will
continue to make sure that



Conscience has been promoting the
Taxes for Peace Bill in many ways and
in November we were approached
by Global Net 21 to discuss how the
Taxes for Peace Bill would work in
practice.

On Wednesday the 16th of
November, Conscience once again
descended on Parliament with Ruth
Cadbury MP and Chris Coverdale of Make Wars History. Conscience
Campaign Manager Shaughan Dolan began his section of the evening by asking
a question of the audience – how much military spending is too much? In a
time where the US Navy possesses a battleship with a gun that costs
$600,000 every time it is fired, is it right that we also cut the funding that
would prevent the gun from being fired in the first place? Shaughan echoed
MedAct’s argument that war is a massive public health issue, and as with
disease, prevention is better than cure. For conscientious objectors, war is a
human rights issue and a public health issue as well as a matter of conscience.

Ruth Cadbury MP, herself a Quaker, pointed out that modern conscientious
objectors still want to contribute to the security of the societies in which they
live. They just want the non-military options to be utilised to create a ‘more
effective and humane foreign policy’. The UK government already directs
money into peace-building; unfortunately the amount is woefully low – £1 for
every £35 spent on the military. In her view, The Conflict Security and
Stability Fund, established by the coalition government as the successor to the
Conflict Pool, would be an appropriate option for the portion of conscientious
objector’s taxes that would usually go to the military. The fund already exists
and is already being used around the world to explore and promote peace-
building.

Make Wars History’s founder Chris Coverdale began his portion of the
evening by pointing out that there are no war lawyers in the United Kingdom,
outside of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

Events Round Up



Chris’ own investigation of over five million words on the laws of war,
written in statutes, conventions, acts and bills, have led him to the conclusion
that there are essentially ten rules of war; never wage an aggressive war;
never threaten or use force; never fund the fatal use of firearms or explosives
and cooperate with other states in fraternity to maintain international peace
and security. Chris’ studies have led him to conclude that war, as it is
currently waged by governments around the world in the modern age, is
illegal.

Later in February, we held a Taxes for Peace Bill Rally’ with guest speakers
from the Peace Pledge Union, Stop the War Coalition and Conciliation
Resources. Symon Hill, coordinator of the Peace Pledge Union, was our first
speaker of the evening. He opened by reminding us that we have just come
to the end of the centenary of the Battle of the Somme, which still holds the
record for the largest number of British military casualties in one day (57,470
on the First of July 1916). This slaughter, which gained only three miles of
territory, was only made possible by conscription.

Conciliation Resources’ executive director Jonathan Cohen took a different
approach to explaining why supporting the Peace Tax Bill is important. 1.5
billion people are affected by violent conflict, 1% of the world’s population is
displaced from their homes. Violent conflict costs the world’s economy £11
trillion a year.

Our last speaker was the chairperson of Stop the War, Murad Qureshi. He
began by telling us that Muhammed Ali is a personal hero for his stance and
determination to be recognised as a conscientious objector. Stop the War
began as a reaction to the ‘War on Terror’ when the hundreds of thousands
of people who took to the streets in protest could see this as a gross
injustice, but parliamentarians couldn’t. Unilateral action by the United States
military in the name of ending terrorism and extremism has drawn us and to a
lesser extent the rest of NATO, into war after war without making a single
one of us any safer. Yet that pattern to
Twenty-First-century warfare has
continued; Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Syria. Is Yemen next?

Many thanks to everyone who
attended our events!



Conscience in the Media
Sir Mark Rylance asks in the
Guardian: I have the right not
to kill during military conflict.
So why am I forced to pay for
others to do so on my behalf?
Mark discusses his own
relationship with military
spending and why he backs the
Taxes for Peace Bill.

The full Op-Ed can be found
here:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/mar/23/my-tax-should-be-
for-peace-mark-rylance

conscience appeared on the Stop the War Coalition website where
Conscience volunteer Rebecca Elson explored the history and necessity of the
Taxes for Peace Bill and argues: “We are past the days of Napoleon’s
Grande Armée. In the modern world, in modern warfare, money
equals manpower. Our bodies are no longer physically conscripted
because they don’t need to be.”

The full article can be found here:

http://www.stopwar.org.uk/index.php/news-comment/2463-why-the-peace-
tax-bill-matters

On March 16th Conscience EC member Robin Brookes told his own harrowing
story of taxes resistance in the Friend. Robin simply asked: “I need an
assurance, before I hand it over, that none would be spent on the military.”

Full story here:

https://thefriend.org/article/a-call-to-conscience

Our supporter Mark Rylance agreed to record his Statement of Conscience on
film. It’s a moving, beautiful statement bringing together his own belief,
experience and vision of what Britain can be.

Available on Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-uqJvUDzt7c



Conscience Members Debate in Wales
On Saturday 18th March over 30 people attended a public meeting
organised by Conscience the Peace Tax Campaign at Capel Berea,
Bangor

The meeting was chaired by Dr Elin Walker Jones and the two speakers, Dr
Lis Davidson and Liz Saville Roberts MP, spoke movingly about the campaign.

Dr Lis Davidson a Liverpool GP spoke on behalf of Conscience presented
the view that we are all complicit in the murder of innocent civilians through
our taxes and that the murder of civilians is recognised by the United
Nations as a crime against humanity. Lis explained how 2016 was the 100th

anniversary of the legislation that enshrined the right to conscientious
objection but this is now meaningless because all that Government needs to
make war is our taxes.

Liz Saville-Roberts MP explained how the 10-minute bill presented in July
2016 by MP Ruth Cadbury did not have sufficient parliamentary support to
have a second reading. The bill demanded the right of conscientious
objectors to hypothecate (divert) the portion of their taxes that would
otherwise be spent on defence on peace-building activities, diplomacy and
overseas development.

The meeting was sponsored by Conscience with the support of
Bangor United Nations Association and Bangor Quakers.

Request your legacy pack
Conscience is now offering a free legacy pack to all members and supporters
of the Conscience Campaign. The pack will include inspiring stories of our
work and provide more information on the different options for
remembering Conscience in your Will.

Please contact Shaughan Dolan at Campaign@ConscienceOnline.org.uk



Taxes for Peace Bill
Due to the Bill not enjoying enough support in Parliament, it has sadly been
withdrawn from the Parliamentary agenda. Rest assured Conscience will
continue to fight for a Bill to be passed in Parliament at a later time. It took
350 years for conscientious objectors to win the right to reject war. We are
not going to quit now.

We realise this setback might be disappointing, but this campaign has already
had a substantial impact on Parliament. We have:

● Recruited several newly elected  MPs into support our campaign
including several new MPs, such as Ruth Cadbury MP, Liz Saville-Roberts
MP and Michelle Thomson MP.

● Raised the issue in Parliament so that every MP understands why people
need conscientious objection to military taxation.

● Secured national coverage for the campaign including coverage in the
Guardian

● Secured the endorsement of Oscar award winning actor Sir Mark
Rylance.

● Raised the awareness of peacebuilding and why it matters.

But this is not the time to be disappointed. This is the time for action. We
want to shout our support for a foreign policy that rejects violence and
focuses on development and diplomacy as peaceful means of conflict
resolution.

We want you to start local campaign groups so that Conscience can
campaign in communities in every region and nation of the United Kingdom.
The question is: are you ready to take our campaign to where you live?

Conscience will provide resources in the autumn of this year for people to
start local community groups. We want you to be a part of that. If you
would like to volunteer to start campaign in your area get in contact today at
Campaign@ConscienceOnline.org.uk



The Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights
produces a report on conscientious
objection to military service every four
years. The report will highlight positive
developments and continuing
challenges for COs around the world.
The more NGOs that provide input

detailing progress and continuing violations the stronger the report will be.
We have made a submission to be included in the report.

It will be presented to the UN Human Rights Council in June when States
and NGOs will have the chance to comment. In September 2017 the
Human Rights Council will consider adopting a resolution on the right of
conscientious objection to military service. A strong report is a good
foundation for this resolution which in turn should be a tool for advocacy at
the national and international level and for bilateral pressure for change
from one State to another.

Conscience has taken this opportunity to highlight the pressures facing
conscientious objectors to military taxation and have submitted a full
breakdown of the history and current issues facing those who refuse to pay
for war. We have argued that the extension of CO status for taxpayers is
becoming increasingly necessary in a world of ever-more mechanised
warfare. As war changes, so must conscientious objection

Conscience submits to the UN

International Peace Tax Conference
Conscience and Peace Tax International (CPTI) have their General Assembly
coming up in London on the 23rd of June 2017 and they are looking for people
to help organise. CPTI are the international movement for obtaining the right
conscientious objection to military taxation. Why not come along and meet
like-minded campaigners from around the world? Just drop a line to
Info@Conscienceonline.org.uk and we’ll give you the details.



Haunted by History
conscience Volunteer Rebecca Elson shares her experience of how the
long lasting impact of World War II still affects the safety of UK citizens

When walking through a leafy London
suburb on a spring morning, en route to
the Conscience office, one could be
forgiven for forgetting that the scene has
not always been so calm. It is difficult for
my generation to imagine the parks dug up
to grow food, and buildings half-collapsed
from the impact of Nazi bombs. But every
so often, we are given a stark reminder of
our collective past. In early March a 500lb
bomb was uncovered during building work
at Brondesbury Park in Brent. It was safely
removed and detonated.

The story made the news because local
schools and homes had to be evacuated,
but more often than not, the story of an
unexploded WW2 bomb does not make
the headlines anymore; we are used to it.
About once a month the army are called out to deal with devices like this.
Chemical degradation in the bombs’ fuses has made them more unstable as
time goes on; hitting one with a shovel during building work could be enough
to cause a chain reaction. Mines litter British seas, some dating from the First
World War. Estimates of how many remain vary wildly, but it could be
anything between 30-70% of those originally dropped. There is the SS
Richard Montgomery, which ran aground in the Thames Estuary in 1944, with
a bellyful of Allied explosives.

Initial efforts to unload the cargo were abandoned when the ship began to
disintegrate, and about 1,400 tonnes of sensitive high-explosives remain
onboard, right next to a busy shipping lane. It costs the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency £40,000 a year to monitor the ship, and the 50-metre
exclusion zone around it.

Brondesbury Park Bomb March 2017



In Vietnam, the use of Agent Orange during Operation Ranch Hand has
left the next generation with a catastrophic inheritance. Exposing the
population to dioxins, even once, can cause birth defects, and US forces
sprayed 4.5 million acres of the country over a decade. Vietnam has seen a
huge increase in birth defects, with 500,000 children born affected, and
the Vietnamese Red Cross estimates a million people have health
problems resulting from Agent Orange. The healthcare system is
unequipped to cope, especially in rural areas. Soil and water contamination
spreads far and wide, infiltrating the food chain and continuing to expose
the population; dioxins are detectable in the blood of children born
decades after the end of the violence. Agricultural land has been lost, and
the mangrove forests will take another century to recover. The entire
region is littered with unexploded cluster bomblets; in neighbouring Laos,
20,000 people have been injured
by unexploded cluster munitions
since the war ended.

Doubtless, we will see the same
lingering effects of war in Syria.
Chlorine, Sarin, and mustard gases
have all been used by both sides
during the course of the violence
there. Those exposed to chlorine
will probably suffer breathing
problems for the rest of their
lives. Mustard gas exposure initially causes agonising burns and can cause
cancers decades later. The use of thirteen types of internationally-banned,
inherently indiscriminate cluster munitions has been documented by
Human Rights Watch, meaning Syria will likely have problems similar to
those seen in Laos. Aleppo has been targeted repeatedly, meaning the
risks to its residents will continue for decades after the fighting.

We must remember how quickly our individual worlds can be changed by
war - even decades after the fighting has concluded. While war may come
to an end, no one can tell that to unexploded bombs, contaminated water
supplies and wrecked ecological environments.

This is the legacy of armed conflict.

Runaway Attack  Munition (Cluster Bomb)



conscience could not function without the help of its volunteers whose help is
vital to the success of the campaign.

There are a range of volunteering possibilities at conscience including:

Help in our North London Office
As part of our volunteering programme you could be involved in
campaigning, fundraising, political lobbying, membership and general
support. We are currently in need of regular office admin assistance.

Executive Committee membership
Our Executive Committee meets four times a year to make decisions on matters
such as policy, strategy and finance. We are also currently in need of a volunteer
pensions specialist and volunteer pensions fund trustee(s) with Pensions
Regulator experience.

Ad hoc help
There are certain times during the year when the office needs additional help
with mailings and other activities. Add your name to our volunteer list and help
the campaign for half a day a few times a year!

If you are interested in any of our volunteering opportunities please contact
us at campaign@conscienceonline.org.uk or call 020 3515 9132

Volunteer for conscience

conscience, 17 North Square, Golders Green
London, NW11 7AD tel: +44 (0) 20 3515 9132
email: campaign@conscienceonline.org.uk
web: www.conscienceonline.org.uk

conscience TAXES FOR PEACE NOT WAR works for a world where taxes are used to
nurture peace, not pay for war.


